Powerware 9315 End-of-Production Announcement

All Powerware 9315 UPS modules up to and including 160 kVA are being replaced by the new Powerware 9390 UPS. This sales bulletin provides the specific information that you should be aware of as this product offering is taken out of production.

Please note that this notification applies to all worldwide sales channels and territories.

The notification date is March 15, 2005. This starts the period during which existing users should evaluate their requirements and place their final purchase orders.

Last buy orders will be accepted up to April 30, 2005. After this date, no further orders will be accepted for Powerware 9315 UPS models rated 100 to 160 kVA. We have a limited quantity of units available so it is imperative that orders are entered in a timely fashion.


All Eaton sales executives and country managers are requested to advise of any existing contractual obligations that do not conform to this plan within 10 working days of receiving this notification. Any such contracts will be handled by special arrangements provided that they are reported to this office within this time period so that their requirements can be accommodated into the overall EOP Plan.

Affected part numbers. This notice affects all Powerware 9315 UPS modules rated 100 to 160kVA and below. Specifically, the part numbers affected begin with the following:

- P13006 (9315-130 rated 100 kVA)
- P13009 (9315-130 rated 130 kVA)
- P16006 (9315-160 rated 100 kVA)
- P16009 (9315-160 rated 130 kVA)
- P16010 (9315-160 rated 160 kVA)

This notice also applies to any OEM part number that utilizes the base Powerware 9315 product and part numbers shown above.

Service and Spare Parts will continue to be available under existing arrangements.
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